
Welcome to LCA Today for English and Communications. This student guide will help you to successfully 
complete all the important work in the main areas of the English and Communications course.
There are four sections in this book:

Also available to teachers:

Teachers also have access to the following resources on FolensHIVE.ie:
• Editable PowerPoint lessons for all key topics
• Editable schemes of work to plan lessons and integrate LCA Today into English 

and Communications classes.

I hope that you enjoy using LCA Today.  
Best of luck!

Section 1: Key Assignments 
and Section 2: Reflective 
Journal 
These sections will help you to 
successfully complete and reflect 
on your key assignments, so that 
you can earn the 4 credits on 
offer for assignment work.

Section 4: Preparation for the Written Exam: 
Sample Questions
includes exam-style questions based on the SEC 
sample paper, along with some sample answers. 
These will help you to prepare for the state 
examination at the end of Sixth Year.

Section 3: Preparation for the Oral Exam
This section will help you to prepare for the oral 
examination, which is also worth 4 credits. 

What is this module about?

  Start an ongoing Reflective Journal and complete one entry 
about identity and starting the LCA programme. 

 Design a front cover for a novel, short story and graphic novel.

  In pairs or groups, write dialogue as characters from the text or role-play character dialogue, 
and be able to identify your contribution.

  Draft, proof and edit a range of written pieces of text.

  Reflect on a novel/short story in the Reflective Journal using the 
strategies identified in the module. 

Module 1 explores the use of different forms of communication through personal and social experiences 
that are relevant to young adults. 

In this module, you will focus on the following communication skills: reading, writing, listening and speaking. 

Using a novel, short stories or a graphic novel, you will be able to identify and evaluate events that happen 
and use your critical literacy skills to communicate your viewpoints. 

You should regularly complete a reflection on learning to help you keep a learning log. 

The checklist below lists the Key Assignments for this module. Tick each Key Assignment as you complete it.

Listening

Writing

Reading

Speaking

Communication

Note:  Three Key Assignments are included in this section. The other 
two are in the Reflective Journal section. 
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Module 1:  Personal and Social 
Communication

1. List three novels, three short stories and three graphic novels that you 
know. If you cannot think of three examples for each, you can ask a 
classmate for one of their examples. An example of each is listed for you.

2. Explain what a novel is. 

3. Explain what a short story is. 

4. Explain what a graphic novel is.

5. Of these three, which type of reading material do you prefer? Explain your reason. 

6. Think of what a designer must consider when they are creating a book cover. List your ideas below. 
Have a class discussion about this and take note of your classmates’ ideas also.

7. You have identified the features a designer 
would have to think about for the front cover 
of a book. Now, you will evaluate the strengths 
and weaknesses of some book covers. 

a)

 What can we tell about the above book from its front cover? What do you think the story is about? 

 Design a front cover for a novel, short story and graphic novel.

classmate for one of their examples. An example of each is listed for you.

Novel Short Story Graphic Novel

The Great Gatsby Snow White Batman: The Dark Knight 
Returns

Strengths Weaknesses
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1Module 1: Key Assignment 1
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How to use this section

Preparation for the Oral Exam

This section will prepare you for your oral exam in English and 
Communications. The oral exam is worth 4 credits.

You will need to communicate effectively with the examiner about 
various elements of the course that you have participated in. 

Remember communication involves both speaking and listening.  

The exam will last no longer than 15 minutes and must be completed 
individually. 

This section provides sample questions and answers that you can 
prepare in advance, as well as key term charts to help you build your 
vocabulary. Use these key terms during the oral exam.

Practise for the oral exam with your teacher and classmates. 

My favourite character is  because they 
are a very well-written and funny character. They are always making people laugh by the 
pranks they pull on their classmates. It is important for people to enjoy reading and this 
character always made me smile when I read about them. I also think they are very kind 
and thoughtful as they always try to protect their friends from the bullies in the class.
In the scene...(describe a key scene in the book that explains the adjectives used).

Sample Questions
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2. Describe your favourite character in the text. 
 For this question, you should describe what type of person the character is and how they contributed to 

the plot. 
 Here are some adjectives you could use to describe your favourite character. For each adjective you use, 

you should explain why you think the character is that type of person.

Helpful Charming Funny Agreeable Well written

Heroic Brave Courageous Polite Kind

Positive Ambitious Faithful/Loyal Thoughtful Loving

Victorious Appreciative Handsome Beautiful Popular

Sample answer

 Plan your answer to Q2.

This section includes sample exam questions that relate 
to each of the four modules. Practising answering these 
questions is a great way to prepare for the exam. 

There are five sections in the exam. You must answer all 
questions.

Section A is the Audio-Visual section. You must answer all
questions. It is worth 80 marks. 

Sections B–E relate to each of the four modules. You must 
answer all questions. Each section is worth 60 marks.

Instructions for Section A – Audio Visual

Preparation for the Written Exam: 
Sample Questions

Please take some time to read the questions in this section. 

You will be shown two separate clips. 

Clip 1: is an information video from the Irish Heart Foundation explaining how a person can use
the simple skill of CPR. Search for ‘Irish Heart Foundation hands only CPR demonstration’ on
YouTube to watch the video.

Clip 2: is a movie trailer for the film Enola Holmes 2, which tells the story of a teenage girl who starts 
a detective agency in England. She has a famous detective brother, Sherlock Holmes. Search for ‘Enola 
Holmes 2 Official Trailer: Part 1’ on YouTube to watch the trailer.

You will be shown each clip on its own two times. After the second showing of each clip, you will have
a chance to answer questions about that clip. Finally, both clips will be shown for a third time.

Clip 1 – Doing CPR
Question 1

Clip 1 is a video issued by the Irish Heart Foundation video on how to do CPR. Having watched Clip 1,
answer the following questions:

(a) On what date is the Happy Hearts Appeal taking place?

 11 March  

 11 May 

 11 August 

(b) How can you check if there is a response from a person who has collapsed? What do you do if there is 
no response?
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Section A Audio Visual 80 marks
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